The House of Commons
necessity. He may insist that this involves the sacrifice of
individual conscience to party allegiance. He may argue
that it leads members blindly into the division-lobbies on
matters about which they have not even heard the debate
in the chamber. He may write angrily, for-reasons I shall
discuss later, about Cabinet dictation in the House* The
facts are quite different from these closet abstractions.
The number of times when an average member feels
inclined to vote against his party, especially when it is in
office, is pretty small; and the evidence seems to show
that when the impulse so to vote is an urgent one, he
obeys it. It is foolish to imagine that, in matters of debate,
a member must make up his mind upon each separate
item the House decides. The House is a body for getting
business done; the member's task is to be aware of large
tendencies and to be on hand to support those the general
direction of which he broadly approves. If he has so nice
a conscience that a scrupulous examination of mostly
technical minutiae is the necessary preamble to his vote,
the proper comment upon his attitude is that he is not
by temperament suited to be a member of a legislative
assembly.
The question of Cabinet dictatorship is a more com-
plicated one; and I shall postpone its discussion until a
later part of this chapter. To grasp the nature of the
chamber in general, the first thing to realize is that the
initiative in legislation does not, and ought not to, belong
to the House as a whole. Its business, primarily, is to
make a Government to whom, so long as it gives that
Government its confidence, it is prepared to entrust that
initiative. The alternative is, as in the American system,
that every member has his private nostrum that he thinks
of special importance. Masses of bills then would get
introduced, most of them would be ill-considered; a few
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